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ADMISSION CRITERIA

In order to gain admission to this programme candidates need one of the following qualifications:

a) bachelor degree in computer science (L-31 – Scienze e tecnologie informatiche) or information engineering (L-8 – Ingegneria dell'informazione) obtained in Italy, or equivalent qualification in the field of computer science gained abroad or obtained in Italy according to the regulation in force before M.D. 509/99

b) bachelor degree in physics (L-30 – Scienze e tecnologie fisiche), mathematics (L-35 – Scienze matematiche) or statistics (L-41 – Statistica) obtained in Italy, or equivalent qualification in the field of physics, mathematics or statistics gained abroad or obtained in Italy according to the regulation in force before M.D. 509/99.

For candidates not yet in possession of the required qualification at the time of application, the acquisition of 120 ECTS is a prerequisite for application.

The evaluation criteria are:

- qualifications listed under point a) are awarded 3 additional points;
- the study curriculum is scored up to 10 points based on the grade average obtained at the time of application;
- the score awarded for the study curriculum is weighed on the basis of the "Webometrics Ranking of World Universities", proceeding as follows: 3 points for universities in position from 1 to 1000 in the ranking; 2 points for universities in position from 1001 to 2000; 1 point for universities in position from 2001 to 3000 in the ranking; 0 points for universities in position from 3001 onwards;
- the "Further experience in the field of computer science" is weighed with a score of either 0 or 1 points each;
- the certificate of English language proficiency does not give a score but is an admission prerequisite.

CONFIRMATION OF STUDY PLACE AND ENROLMENT

If you have been admitted through the ranking list you must:

1) select the degree course in the Application portal and pay with one of the indicated payment methods to confirm the study place within 4 August 2022, 12 midday. The first instalment of tuition fees amounts to 751,50 EUR.

2) until 14 October 2022, 12 midday, enrol online in the Application portal.
If you do not respect the deadlines, **you will automatically lose your place** which will be offered to the subsequent applicant in the ranking list.

If by paying the 1st instalment you have confirmed the study place, there will be no refund of the tuition fees unless you are a non-EU applicant living abroad and you do not receive the documents necessary for enrolment from the Italian authorities in your country.

According to national regulations, simultaneous enrolment in a maximum of 2 programmes is possible (however, the two programmes must not belong to the same class, e.g., LM-18/LM-18).

If you have been admitted to more than one study programme, you can confirm your place for a maximum of 2 programmes by paying the designated fee twice.

By confirming your place, you forfeit admission to the other programmes and also forfeit the right to move up the ranking list.

If you do not have the required academic qualification, you will be given a conditional offer for a study place and you must submit your qualification upon enrolment. If you achieve your qualification after the enrolment deadline, you cannot enrol, and you will lose your place which will be offered to the subsequent applicant in the ranking list. **Advice:** If you achieve your qualification after the enrolment deadline, you should not pay the tuition fees to confirm the study place. You will be able to submit a late enrolment request and, only if there are study places still available, you can enrol by 16 December 2022.

Please note that you do not gain full student status by only paying the tuition fees. This status will only be acquired upon enrolment.

**If you have gained your qualification abroad, you must upload in the Application portal (if not uploaded upon application):**

- diploma of your qualification
- official translation of your diploma into Italian (translation is not necessary if the certificates have been issued in German or English)
- the Diploma supplement, where it must be indicated:
  - that you have achieved at least 180 credit points (ECTS) and
  - that the study title gives access to a Master course.

  In case of doubt, unibz reserves the right to request further documents (e.g. declaration of equivalent value).

- the statement of comparability or the declaration of equivalent value of your qualification, in the case the Diploma supplement is missing.

**Please note:** If you have gained your qualification abroad and have not uploaded your diploma, you are provisionally admitted until your study title can be verified.
If you have been admitted in the ranking list, but you do not possess a valid admission qualification, you can be excluded with Rector’s decree even after enrolment.
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An appeal against this administrative act may be lodged with the Bozen-Bolzano Administrative Court within 60 days of its notification or publication.
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EU CITIZENS AND CITIZEN ENJOYING PARITY OF TREATMENT

The following applicants are admitted (The Applicant ID is indicated in the top right-hand corner of the Application portal):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Applicant ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>103954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>112620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>108915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* applicants who have not concluded their bachelor’s degree are provisionally admitted: requirement for admission is the conclusion of the bachelor studies by the enrolment deadline (14 October 2022, midday). Advice: If you achieve your qualification after the enrolment deadline, you should not pay the tuition fees to confirm the study place. You will be able to submit a late enrolment request to the Rector and, only if there are study places still available, you can enrol by 16 December 2022.

Applicants with qualifications gained abroad who have not uploaded their diploma are provisionally admitted until their study title can be verified.

Applicants not included in the ranking or in the waiting list were excluded from the admission procedure because they did not meet the admission requirements. Excluded applicants will be notified by e-mail.